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Theoretical simulations of nanostructures
self-assembled from copolymer systems

Zhanwen Xu, Jiaping Lin,* Qian Zhang, Liquan Wang and Xiaohui Tian

Copolymer systems can self-assemble into diverse nanostructures, which have gained significant atten-

tion because of their diverse and expanding range of practical applications, such as in microelectronic

materials, optics and optoelectronics. Theoretical simulations offer a useful approach for the investigation

of the evolution and formation of nanostructures and for determining their structure–property relation-

ships. In this article, we highlight notable recent advances in simulation investigations of the nano-

structures formed by the self-assembly of linear and nonlinear copolymers. We then focus on the

theoretical simulations of the structure–property relationships of copolymer systems. The relationship

between the nanostructures and their functional properties, including photovoltaic, optical and mechan-

ical properties, is emphasized. Finally, we suggest directions for the further development of nano-

structures formed by copolymer systems, especially regarding theoretical simulations of these systems. In

addition, taking full advantage of the nanostructural feature, promising applications are suggested.

1. Introduction

Copolymers consist of two or more chemically distinct poly-
mers covalently bonded together. The constituent blocks that

are chemically incompatible tend to segregate into different
phases. However, the covalent linkage between blocks restricts
this phase separation to the length of the polymer molecules
(typically tens of nanometres). Consequently, copolymers self-
assemble into a diverse range of fascinating nanoscale struc-
tures.1 The nanostructures self-assembled from copolymers
present tremendous potential for technological applications,
because they allow for the preparation of materials with photo-
voltaic, electrical, optical and mechanical properties tailored
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in a “bottom up” manner.2–6 Appropriate control of these
structures can significantly improve the functional properties
of these copolymer systems. Ultimately, numerous opportu-
nities exist for designing new nanostructured materials with
enhanced functional properties.

Nanostructures self-assembled from copolymer systems,
have been the subject of intensive studies. Over the past few
decades, substantial progress has been achieved in this
field.7,8 Due to the increased number of controlled parameters,
nanostructures and their phase behaviours have become richer
and more complex for copolymer self-assembly. However,
understanding the copolymer self-assembly process is not
sufficient to prepare advanced materials for applications using
the “bottom up” approach. Characterizing these structures and
gaining insight into the underlying mechanism governing the
self-assembly remain challenging.9,10 Therefore, the design of
self-assembled structures of copolymers is largely empirical
work. Thus, theoretical simulations have emerged as an impor-
tant tool for understanding the self-assembly behaviours.

Over the last decade, increasing attention has been focused
on theoretical simulations that can reproduce and predict the
nanostructures self-assembled from copolymer systems.
Theoretical simulations enable researchers to gain detailed
thermodynamic and dynamic information on self-assembled
nanostructures, which is difficult to deduce from experimental
measurements. Furthermore, the structure–property relation-
ship of a copolymer self-assembly can also be successfully pre-
dicted by theoretical simulations.

To date, many studies report experimental observations of
nanostructures, whereas studies using theoretical simulations
are relatively limited. Therefore, a systematic summary of the
simulation studies regarding polymeric nanostructures is of
significance. This type of review may provide guidance for
further experimental investigations and deepen our under-
standing of the nature of the self-assembly process. On the
other hand, there are few reports on the functional properties
of these nanostructures, such as their photovoltaic properties.
From these perspectives, we provide an overview of the theore-
tical simulations of nanostructures self-assembled from co-

polymer systems, as well as the functional properties of these
nanostructures.

The review is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly
introduce the simulation methods used for investigating a
copolymer self-assembly, including particle-based methods
and field-based methods. In this section, we do not aim to
provide detailed descriptions of each method; instead, the
basic principles, advantages, and disadvantages of the
methods are presented. For more detailed information,
readers are referred to relevant articles and books. In sections
3, 4 and 5, we review nanostructures formed by linear and non-
linear copolymers, respectively, studied using these simulation
methods. In section 6, simulation investigations of the struc-
ture–property relationship of copolymer self-assemblies are
reviewed. In each section, most of the simulation results are
compared with experimental observations to highlight the
validity of the simulation method and to facilitate an under-
standing of the simulation results. In section 7, a concluding
remark is presented. We discuss the current challenges and
the future directions of the developments in theoretical simu-
lations of copolymer self-assemblies.

2. Modelling and simulation
techniques

The length-scales of the copolymer self-assemblies are too
large to be handled by any all-atomistic simulation technique.
In fact, for nanostructures self-assembled from copolymers, it
is not necessary to consider all chemical details. Therefore, it
is better to resort to applying mesoscale approaches. Generally,
mesoscale approaches can be grouped into particle-based
methods and field-based methods.11,12

2.1 Particle-based methods

In particle-based mesoscale approaches, a group of monomers
is replaced by one interaction centre based on the coarse-
grained model. In a simulation box, this group of monomers
is represented by a particle or bead. With bonding interactions
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and non-bonding interactions between different beads, the
coarse-grained copolymer systems evolve into equilibrium
states. There are four classical particle-based mesoscopic
methods that can simulate the equilibrium states: coarse-
grained molecular dynamics (CGMD), Brownian dynamics
(BD), dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) and Monte Carlo
simulations (MC).

In particle based methods of CGMD, BD and DPD, the evol-
ution of particles is described by Newton’s equations of
motion:

mi
d2~ri tð Þ
dt2

¼ ~Fi tð Þ ð1Þ

where mi,~ri and ~Fi represent the mass, the position of the ith
particle, and the acting force on it, respectively. In CGMD, the
interaction force ~F between different beads can simply be
described by the non-bonded LJ potential and the bonded
FENE potential.13–16 These simple models are suitable for
studying the self-assembly of general copolymers without any
atomic detail. In another more accurate approach, the inter-
action parameters can be derived from an all-atom simulation
with the following static methods: Boltzmann inversion, itera-
tive Boltzmann inversion or inverse Monte Carlo.17 With the
coarse-graining potential, the time step used in CGMD can be
tens of femtoseconds, which is much longer than that used in
all-atom molecular dynamics. BD is a modification of mole-
cular dynamics that is coupled to a Langevin thermostat.18 In
BD, a friction force �γ~pið Þ and a random force σ~ζi

� �
are added

into the non-bonded interaction force

~Fi tð Þ ¼
X
j=i

~FC
ij tð Þ �miγ

d~ri tð Þ
dt

þ σ~ζi tð Þ ð2Þ

where γ denotes the friction constant, σ is the constant that
can be obtained from γ with the Einstein relationship, and
~ζi tð Þ is a Gaussian random noise term. Because of the
additional friction force and random force in BD, the solvent
molecules can be removed in the simulation of copolymer
solutions. This approximation guarantees a high-efficiency
simulation. However, the energy and momentum are no longer

conserved, which implies that there are no hydrodynamic
effects in BD simulation systems. DPD, introduced by Hooger-
brugge and Koelman, is a simulation technique based on soft
particles. The soft particle is not regarded as an atom or mole-
cule but a cluster of molecules.19–21 DPD is similar to BD in
which the standard canonical MD is augmented by dissipative
and random forces between particles, representing the inte-
grated effects of a coarse-grained fluid medium. However, in
contrast to the BD method, both the additional dissipative and
random forces in DPD are pairwise:

~Fi ¼
X
j=i

ð~FC
ij þ~FD

ij þ~FR
ij Þ ð3Þ

where ~FC
ij , ~F

D
ij and ~FR

ij represent the conservative force, dissipa-
tive force and random force between the ith and jth particles,
respectively. The additional forces are pairwise, which guaran-
tees the conservation of momentum. Therefore, the macro-
scopic behaviour of a DPD system is hydrodynamic.22 In
contrast to the particle-based techniques discussed above that
allow the prediction of the time evolution of a system of inter-
acting particles, a Monte Carlo simulation generates a series of
configurations according to their probability in a chosen
ensemble using a Markov chain.23,24 MC can be performed
with a lattice model or an off-lattice model. MC simulations
within a lattice model are faster than off-lattice simulations.
Most MC simulations of copolymers, either in bulk or under
confinement, are performed within a lattice model.25

2.2 Field-based methods

In field-based approaches, the polymer is represented by a stat-
istical density field. The Hamiltonian or energy of the system
is then expressed as a function of density fields rather than as
a function of particle coordinates. Several mesoscale field-
based approaches have been developed based on this idea.
The frequently used methods, including the time-dependent
Ginzburg–Landau (TDGL) method, dynamic density functional
theory (DDFT) and self-consistent field theory (SCFT), are
introduced here.

TDGL is a method at the simplest mesoscopic level, model-
ling polymer systems using a phenomenological expression for
the free energy.26 In this method, the dynamics of microphase
separation for copolymer systems can be described by the fol-
lowing equation for a conserved order parameter:

@ϕ

@t
¼ M∇2 @F ϕ½ �

@ϕ
þ η r;tð Þ ð4Þ

where the order parameter ϕ is chosen as the local compo-
sition difference between different components, M is a
phenomenological mobility coefficient, F [ϕ] is the free energy
functional and η(r,t ) is a random noise term. With the calcu-
lation of the time-dependent local concentration, the struc-
tural evolution of the copolymer self-assembly can be
obtained. To simplify TDGL, the cell dynamic method (CDM)
was derived from the discretized TDGL equation. This model
reproduces the growth kinetics of the TDGL model. Combining
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Gaussian mean-field statistics with a TDGL model, the DDFT
method also models the behaviour of polymer fluids with the
time evolution of conserved order parameters.27–29 However, in
contrast to TDGL, the free energy is not truncated; instead, it
retains the full polymer path integral numerically. Therefore, it
allows obtaining detailed information about a specific
polymer system beyond simply the Flory–Huggins parameter
and the mobilities. In contrast to the phenomenological
methods, SCFT reformulates the partition function Z of the
particle-based model in terms of a field-theoretical Hamil-
tonian H[ϕ,ω]:30,31

Z ¼
ð
D½ϕ�

ð
D½ω� exp �H ϕ;ω½ �ð Þ ð5Þ

where ϕ is the density field and ω is the conjugate field. In
principle, this general procedure is an exact reformulation of
equilibrium properties, which can be estimated without invok-
ing further approximations. SCFT has found widespread appli-
cations for the prediction of the equilibrium structures of
copolymer systems both in bulk and under confinement. The
main advantage of this popular technique over phenomeno-
logical, free-energy functional-based approaches is its ability to
predict structures as well as the free energy and conformation-
al entropy. Therefore, it can be used to map out the phase dia-
grams of copolymers with a complex architecture.

Investigations of copolymer self-assemblies involve a wide
range of time and length scales, leading to an expensive com-
putational cost. Furthermore, the ordered nanostructures are
developed from an equilibrium state to an out of equilibrium
state. Multiscale modelling methods, including multiscale
molecular simulations and hybrid particle-continuum
approaches, have been proposed to solve this problem. Multi-
scale molecular simulations are the methods using which the
parameters used in the particle-based mesoscale approaches
are calculated according to lower scale (atomistic) simu-
lations.17,32 Another strategy is the hybrid simulation method
that combines particle-based methods with field methods.
Recently, Kawakatsu et al. developed a hybrid particle-field
simulation technique combining molecular dynamics and
SCFT.33,34 Using the hybrid method, they performed a series of
simulations on a homogeneous homopolymer melt and a
lamellar phase of a diblock copolymer melt. The results calcu-
lated by the hybrid method were consistent with the results
calculated from classical MD simulations. However, when
combining simulation methods at different length scales,
many technical problems must be solved, for example, how to
satisfy the mass, momentum, and energy conservation in the
coupling of various methods.

3. Self-assembly of linear block
copolymers

Linear block copolymers in which each molecule consists of
two or more blocks joined in linear arrangements have been
widely investigated due to their applications. The self-assembly

behaviours of linear block copolymers are strongly affected by
the number of blocks, the block type and the block sequence.
In this section, the existing simulation studies of linear block
copolymers, including AB diblock copolymers, ABA triblock
copolymers and ABC triblock copolymers, are presented. The
self-assembled nanostructures in bulk and confined systems
and the corresponding ordering kinetics of linear block copo-
lymers are discussed. By comparing the self-assembly beha-
viours of different linear block copolymers, we demonstrate
the influence of molecular architecture on the self-assembled
structures.

3.1 AB diblock copolymers

Diblock copolymers, as the simplest block copolymers com-
posed of two chemically different blocks linked at their ends,
have been extensively studied. A variety of nanostructures such
as lamellae (L), gyroids (G), cylinders (C) and spheres (S) have
been observed in diblock copolymer melts, as shown in
Fig. 1(a).35,36 These structures can be controlled by varying the
chemical composition of the block copolymers or the segre-
gation between blocks (via the molecular weight or the Flory–
Huggins interaction parameter). While the composition of the
AB diblock copolymer is symmetric, the melts segregate into a
lamellar phase with flat interfaces. As the volume fractions of
the diblock become asymmetric, nanostructures with curved
interfaces are formed, causing the nanostructure to vary from
gyroids to cylinders, then to spheres. In addition, there is a
small window for the Fddd phase (denoting orthorhombic,
space group 70, or O70) in the region of the gyroid phase. The
Fddd phase was predicted as an equilibrium structure in the
phase diagram of diblock copolymers by Tyler et al. using
SCFT.37 Because the location of the Fddd phase in the weak
segregation limit region is near the order–disorder transition

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of nanostructures of a coil–coil diblock
copolymer. Reproduced with permission from ref. 35. Copyright 2014,
The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Nanostructures of rod–coil diblock
copolymers. Reproduced with permission from ref. 55. Copyright 2010,
The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Two new chiral morphologies self-
assembled from a diblock copolymer with a single chiral block. Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 69. Copyright 2013, American Physical
Society.
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(ODT), it was not observed experimentally in copolymer
systems until the theoretical prediction. Following the predic-
tion of the theoretical simulation, Takenaka et al. provided
experimental evidence for the existence of the Fddd micro-
domain structure, which was discovered in a PS-b-PI diblock
copolymer melt.38,39

Most theoretical simulations of diblock copolymers have
focused on the ideal monodisperse AB diblock copolymer
system. However, the polydispersity of the block length of
block copolymers, parameterized as the polydispersity index
(PDI), is well-known to influence nanostructures and macro-
scopic properties of copolymers. Therefore, it is important to
get to know the influence of the PDI on the phase behavior of
diblock copolymers. Many studies focused on the influence of
PDI on the order–order transitions (OOTs) and order–disorder
transition (ODT).40–42 Using the SCFT model, Cooke and Shi
predicted that the phase boundaries shift to smaller values of
χN for polydisperse diblock copolymer melts.41 However, this
effect of polydispersity on ODT predicted by the SCFT model
was not consistent with the experimental results of Lynd and
Hillmyer.43 Recently, Matsen et al. calculated out the phase
diagram for an AB diblock copolymer melt with polydisperse A
blocks and monodisperse B blocks using lattice-based Monte
Carlo simulations.42 Their results showed that the A-block
polydispersity shifts the OOTs toward a higher A-monomer
content. In addition, the A-block polydispersity makes the
ODT move toward higher temperatures when the A blocks
form the minority domains and toward lower temperatures
when the A blocks form the matrix. These calculated results
were in good agreement with experiments of Lynd and
Hillmyer. In addition to the shift in the phase boundary, the
domain spacing of nanostructures also shows dependence on
the PDI.44 Theoretical and experimental studies have both
shown that an increasing PDI leads to larger domain spacing.

The above studies have improved our understanding of the
self-assembly of fully flexible AB diblock copolymers. However,
they did not consider the dependence of the self-assembled
morphology on the chain rigidity of the copolymers. For rod–
coil block copolymers, both the conformational asymmetry
between the rod and coil blocks and the orientational inter-
action between anisotropic rod blocks can significantly change
their self-assembly and lead to rich and complex
nanostructures.45–47 Various experimental and theoretical
simulation studies have been performed to investigate these
structures. Experiments have exhibited rich morphologies,
including smectic,48–51 arrowhead,52 zig-zag lamellae,52 bicon-
tinuous48,49,53 and cylindrical morphologies51,53 among
others. However, it is difficult to determine the local packing
of rod blocks in these structures using experimental tech-
niques. The theoretical simulation technique is a powerful
method to solve this problem.54–60 For example, using a novel
SCFT lattice model, in which the rod blocks are modelled by
rigid rods, An et al. observed several microstructures in the
melts of rod–coil diblock copolymers.54 Micellar, perforated
lamellar, gyroid, and zig-zag phases have been obtained with a
random initial assumption of these structures. Because there

are six bond orientations in the lattice model, the orientation
of rod blocks can be evaluated in the simulation. However,
these six bond orientations are not sufficient to accurately
simulate the packing of rod blocks. In molecular simulations,
the local packing of rod blocks can be determined directly.
Recently, using BD simulations with a box-size search algor-
ithm, Glotzer and co-workers studied the morphologies and
local packing of rod blocks in rod–coil diblock copolymer
melts.55 Fig. 1(b) shows four examples of morphologies found
in their simulations, including monolayer and bilayer arrow-
head structures, and cylindrical and wavy lamellar mor-
phologies. The local packing of the rods within these
structures was analysed. The smectic C bilayer and monolayer
packing models obtained in experiments are observed in their
results. Additionally, for a rod–coil diblock copolymer with
long rods, the long rods tend to align parallel to each other,
resulting in the formation of smectic morphologies and a zig-
zag lamellar morphology. Their simulations provided deep
insight into the local packing of the rod blocks within the self-
assembled morphologies that should be of interest to both
experimentalists and theoreticians.

Many interesting extensions to the above discussion exist
that can be contemplated for the diblock copolymers as the
simplest block copolymer model, such as crystallization, com-
pressibility and chirality. One aspect that promises to be inter-
esting is molecular chirality, occurring in every class of self-
assembling materials, from liquid crystals to biological
matter.61,62 Chirality transfer from a molecule to an assembly
has been observed in solution and melt assemblies.63–68 To
understand the mechanisms of mesochiral morphology for-
mation in block copolymer melts, Zhao et al. recently develo-
ped an “orientational self-consistent field” theory to
investigate the equilibrium phase behaviour of the melt of
diblock copolymers possessing a single chiral block.69,70 In
their model, the chiral nature of the polymers is modelled as a
thermodynamic preference for a cholesteric twist of the orien-
tational order associated with the chiral block. Two mesoscopi-
cally chiral phases were observed in their simulations,
including an undulated lamellar phase (UL*) and a phase of
hexagonally ordered helices (H*), as shown in Fig. 1(c). Note
that the experimentally observed H* morphology was predicted
to be stable in the equilibrium phase diagram of chiral melts.
Contrary to this SCFT study, a similar DFT simulation reported
by Wang et al. showed that the H* morphology was meta-
stable,71 which is consistent with experimental observations by
Ho and coworkers.66 In the experiment, phase transitions from
the H* phase to both the C phase and the G phase were found
after a lengthy annealing time, suggesting that the H* phase is
a long-lived metastable phase.

As mentioned above, the diblock copolymer is an ideal
model to obtain a fundamental understanding of the self-
assembly behaviour of block copolymers. The technological
applications of block copolymers require that the block pos-
sesses the characteristics of rigidity, chirality or crystallization.
For example, the block copolymers used in polymer solar cells
generally contain rod or crystalline blocks.72,73 These charac-
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teristics have been shown to complicate the self-assembly be-
haviour of block copolymers compared with fully flexible
systems, even for the simplest diblock copolymers. Among
these characteristics, stiffness has been extensively studied in
diblock copolymer systems. However, the phase behaviour (or
phase diagram) of block copolymers with a chiral or crystalline
block has rarely been reported. Understanding the phase
diagram is beneficial for the design of the molecular architec-
ture of chiral block copolymers and crystalline block copoly-
mers to precisely control their morphology. A deeper
understanding of the effects of the rigidity, chirality and crys-
tallization on the self-assembly of diblock copolymers is
desired to obtain a better performance in the technological
applications of block copolymers.

3.2 ABA triblock copolymers

In addition to the AB diblock architecture, the ABA linear tri-
block copolymer formed by joining two identical AB diblock
copolymers together by their B ends is another common block
copolymer. Because the triblock copolymer is formed by
joining two diblock copolymers together, the equilibrium be-
haviour of ABA triblock copolymers is similar to that of AB
diblock copolymers.74,75 The phase behaviour of ABA triblock
copolymers is mainly dominated by L, G, C, and S, similar to
that of diblock melts. Recently, the Fddd phase, which has
been observed in AB diblock copolymers, has also been pre-
dicted as a stable structure in ABA triblock copolymers by
SCFT calculations.76

Despite the similar phase behaviour, there still exist some
notable differences in self-assembled nanostructures between
ABA triblock and AB diblock copolymers. For example, the
molecular architecture of the ABA triblock can lead to kinds of
molecular conformations that cannot be obtained in diblock
systems. These molecular conformations make a difference in

the mechanical properties.77,78 In the ABA triblock copolymer
melts, the molecular conformation of each molecule can be
classified as either a bridge (each A-endblock is located in a
different A domain), a loop (both A-endblocks are located
within the same domain), a dangle (one endblock is located in
a microdomain, while the other remains in the matrix), or
mixed (both endblocks are unsegregated and stay within the
matrix). Extensive studies have sought to correlate the mole-
cular conformation with bulk mechanical properties in ABA
triblock copolymer melts. Early studies in these areas focused
on the case of symmetric triblock copolymers. The bridging
fraction for lamellar, cylindrical, and spherical morphologies
was evaluated as approximately 40%–45%, 60%–65%, and
75%–80%, respectively, in SCFT calculations.75 Recently, more
studies have focused on the asymmetric A1BA2 triblock
copolymers.79–81 The asymmetric A1BA2 triblock copolymer
can be progressively grown from a parent A1B diblock copoly-
mer. For example, Tallury et al. used several theoretical formal-
isms and simulation methods, including the SCFT, MC and
DPD simulation methods, to relate molecular asymmetry to
the midblock conformations and the self-assembled mor-
phology.81 Their results confirmed that an increase in the A2
block length with a constant chemical composition of the
parent A1B copolymer not only introduces midblock bridging
but also drives morphological transitions in these asymmetric
triblock copolymers. In this class of copolymers, as in the case
of symmetric triblock copolymers, a change in morphology is
accompanied by a change in the bridge fraction.

Many ordered nanostructures are formed when the middle
or end blocks of the ABA block copolymer become rod-like
blocks.82–84 Using the self-consistent field lattice techniques in
a three-dimensional space, An et al. investigated the self-
assembly of these block copolymer systems.85,86 Fig. 2(a)
shows the symmetric BAB coil–rod–coil and ABA rod–coil–rod

Fig. 2 (a) Molecular architecture of the BAB coil–rod–coil and ABA rod–coil–rod triblock copolymers. Lamellar (b), cylindrical (c), gyroid (d), spheri-
cal-like (e), and perforated lamellar (f ) phases formed in these copolymer melts. Reproduced with permission from ref. 85, Copyright 2008, Ameri-
can Institute Physics, and ref. 86, Copyright 2007, American Institute Physics.
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triblock copolymer models studied in their simulations. The
lamellar, cylindrical, gyroid-like, spherical-like and perforated
lamellae structures, as shown in Fig. 2(b)–(f ), were observed
both in coil–rod–coil and rod–coil–rod triblock copolymers in
the SCFT calculations. The former four structures were found
to be stable, while the perforated lamellae structures were
metastable. These structures have also been observed in the
experiment performed by Lee and coworkers.87 They demon-
strated the supramolecular structures, from 1-dimensional
lamellar to 3-dimensional tetragonal superlattices, formed
from coil–rod–coil molecules based on poly(propylene oxide)
as coils and biphenyl oligomers as rods. Compared with coil–
rod–coil BAB triblock copolymers, the free volume of ABA rod–
coil–rod triblock copolymers is significantly reduced because
the two end rods are coil-tethered. In addition, because of the
intramolecular interactions between the two rod blocks of the
same polymer chain, the rod–coil–rod prefers to adopt loops
with a folded conformation, which was confirmed by Huang
et al. using a DPD simulation.88 Consequently, the lamellar
structure of rod–coil–rod triblock copolymers is not stable for
a high volume fraction of the rod component, in contrast to
coil–rod–coil triblock copolymers.

According to the above discussions, compared with AB
diblock copolymers, the ABA triblock copolymers show differ-
ences in their phase behaviours and self-assembled nano-
structures. These differences are more marked as some blocks
of the triblock copolymer become rods. Additionally, as the
midblock rigidity increases, the bridge fraction conformation
increases. A recent study conducted by AlSunaidi et al. demon-
strated that the coil–rod–coil copolymers prefer to adopt the
bridge conformation.89 The presence of bridges linking separ-
ate interfaces together has been shown to strongly affect the
mechanical properties of the material. Therefore, the bridging
midblock of coil–rod–coil copolymers may enhance the mech-
anical properties of these copolymer systems. Investigations in
this area can be helpful for fabricating microelectronics using
rod–coil copolymers with the required mechanical properties.

3.3 ABC triblock copolymers

Given the morphological complexity of AB diblock and ABA tri-
block copolymers, it might be expected that the self-assembled
nanostructures of ABC triblock copolymers would be even
richer; indeed, this has been confirmed by recent studies. As
the number of distinct blocks increases from two to three, the
complexity and variety of self-assembled structures of ABC tri-
block copolymers are increased. Compared with AB diblock
copolymers, the self-assembly behaviour of ABC triblock copo-
lymers is dependent on more parameters because it is
governed by no fewer than five parameters: two independent
volume fractions, fA and fB, and the products χABN, χACN, and
χBCN of the chain length with three different Flory–Huggins
parameters. In addition, as one of the triblocks becomes a rod,
the phase behaviour becomes even more complicated because
of the orientational interaction between anisotropic rods.
Theoretical simulations are effective and helpful in dealing
with the complexity of the self-assembly behaviour of ABC tri-

block copolymers. In this subsection, we review recent simu-
lation investigations of the interesting novel nanostructures
formed from ABC coil–coil–coil triblock copolymers and the
self-assembly behaviour of ABC rod–coil triblock copolymers.

In terms of the relative interaction strengths between three
blocks, the linear ABC-terpolymers are classified into “non-
frustrated” and “frustrated” cases.90 In non-frustrated cases,
the interaction strength between two endblocks is comparable
to or higher than those between the neighbouring blocks. Due
to the non-connectivity between the A- and C-endblocks, the
A- and C-blocks are completely separated, and structures con-
sistent with the topology of the block sequence in the linear
ABC copolymer are formed. This results in the observation of
core–shell versions of these microstructures in diblocks,
including core–shell spheres, cylinders, gyroids, and lamellae,
and alternating versions of the sphere, cylinder, and gyroid
phases in which the A and C domains form alternating equi-
valent sublattices within a B matrix.91–93 In addition, a novel
non-cubic network nanostructure, the Fddd phase, has been
observed in this system. This network nanostructure was first
found in the non-frustrated ABC triblock copolymers created
from the poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (ISO)
system.94–96 The Fddd phase was identified as one equilibrium
structure, bordered by three-domain lamellae (L), a core–shell
gyroid network (G), and an alternating gyroid network (GA), as
shown in Fig. 3(a). Theoretical simulations have also shown
that the Fddd phase is a stable phase for ABC triblocks. Follow-
ing the experiments of Bates et al., Tyler et al. predicted the
phase behaviour of ISO using the self-consistent field theory.37

The phase diagram calculated by SCFT is strikingly similar to
that found experimentally, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The phase
diagram in Fig. 3(b) shows that the Fddd phase that extends to
the line fC = 0 is stable, implying that it must be a stable phase
of AB diblock copolymer melts. Therefore, Tyler and Morse
recalculated the phase diagram of AB diblock copolymer melts
and found the Fddd network to be stable within a narrow
window. Motivated by the theoretical predictions, Kim and co-
workers successfully identified the Fddd network as one equili-
brium structure in poly(styrene-b-isoprene) systems.39

In the frustrated cases, the interaction strength between
two endblocks is much smaller than the interactions between
other blocks; thus, the A/C contact is favoured. To minimize
the area of A/B and B/C interfaces, the morphologies observed
in these systems isolate the B domains into spheres, cylinders,
or rings, at the expense of the formation of larger areas of the
A/C interface. Eventually, a variety of novel decorated struc-
tures are formed in this case, such as spheres on spheres,
spheres on cylinders, rings on cylinders, cylinders in lamellae,
knitting pattern phases and helical supercylinders.92,97,98 The
interesting decorated structures were successfully predicted by
theoretical simulations. For example, using a generic spectral
method to solve the SCFT equations, Guo and coworkers repro-
duced the knitting pattern (KP) morphology.91 The block copo-
lymer parameters used in the calculation were chosen
according to a realistic system of polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-
co-butylene)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (SEBM) triblock
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copolymers, which exhibits a fascinating two-dimensional KP
phase.99 Finally, the KP phase was predicted to occur at the
parameters that mostly match the experimental conditions.
However, because of the limited number of basis functions
used in their approach, the accuracy of the phase boundaries
obtained is limited. In order to solve this problem, Liu et al.
applied the pseudospectral method into SCFT calculations to
systematically study the stable region of the KP phase.100 By
choosing a specific set of parameters characterizing the SEBM
samples, they predicted the complete stable phase region of
the KP phase in the phase diagram. As shown in Fig. 3(c), in a
portion of the triangular phase diagram, the KP phase is sur-
rounded by cylinders-within-lamella (LC), perforated lamella
(PL), three-color lamella (L3), core–shell cylinder (CSC), perfo-
rated circular layer-on cylinder (PC), and quadruple cylinders-
on-cylinder (C(a)

4 ) phases. Comparing this predicted phase
diagram of the KP phase with that constructed in experiments
by Ott et al.,98 they observed a small shift toward a lower com-
position of both A- and B-blocks. The possible reasons, which
make the discrepancy inevitable, include the casting solvent,
the polymer polydispersity, small composition deviations
induced by experimental measurements, and uncontrollable
experimental conditions. Although an inevitable discrepancy
exists, the phase region of the KP phase predicted by simu-
lations is close to the region in which the KP phase was
observed experimentally.

Using the method similar to Liu and her colleagues, Li
et al. focused on supercylindrical microstructures formed from
these types of frustrated ABC triblock systems.101 The phase

diagram shown in Fig. 3(d) is constructed by a comparison of
the free energies of the candidate structures. Their results indi-
cated that in the parameter space of the calculations, the
double and triple helical phases are the stable supercylindrical
phases, and the phases, such as single helix-on-cylinder, rings-
on-cylinder, and quadruple/triple straight cylinders-on-cylin-
ders, are metastable. Among these structures, the experimental
visualization of the double helical phase has been presented
by Jinnai et al. in the copolymer systems of polystyrene-b-poly-
butadiene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock terpolymers
using transmission electron microtomography,102 which was
consistent with the calculation results of Li and his colleagues.

Compared with coil–coil–coil triblock copolymers, the self-
assembly of ABC rod–coil triblock copolymers is less studied
for its complexity. Recently, Xia et al. studied the self-assembly
of a linear ABC coil–coil–rod triblock copolymer melt by apply-
ing SCFT techniques.103 In contrast to coil–coil–coil triblock
copolymers that display many intricate decorated or hierarchi-
cal structures, the rod–coil triblock copolymer systems were
found to exhibit seven stable self-assembly structures, includ-
ing “two-colour” lamella, “three-colour” lamella, “two-colour”-
perforated lamella, “three-colour”-perforated lamella, a core–
shell hexagonal lattice phase, strips, and micelles, in their
simulation. Among these structures, the lamellar phase was
found to be stable in most of the regions of the phase
diagram, especially when the length of the A and B coil blocks
is equal. This phenomenon is consistent with a recent experi-
mental study by Chang and coworkers.104 They reported that
π-conjugated rod–coil–coil triblock copolymers with vastly

Fig. 3 (a) Phase diagram of an ISO triblock copolymer (non-frustrated) mapped out in experiments. Adapted with permission from ref. 95. Copy-
right 2004, American Chemical Society. (b) A partial phase triangle for a model ISO triblock copolymer calculated from SCFT. Reproduced with per-
mission from ref. 37. Copyright 2005, American Physical Society. (c) Portion of the triangular phase diagram of a frustrated triblock copolymer with
the location of the KP phase predicted by SCFT. Reproduced with permission from ref. 100. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. (d) Portion
of the phase diagram of a frustrated triblock copolymer with the location of supercylinders predicted by SCFT. Reproduced with permission from
ref. 101. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
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different rod fractions and coil compositions exhibit a “three-
colour” lamellar structure.

As noted above, a rich variety of interesting nanostructures
has been produced with ABC copolymers. These nano-
structures include many complex structures, such as networks,
supercylinders and KP structures, most of which cannot be
obtained in simple AB type block copolymers. Furthermore,
because of the large parameter space of the ABC triblock copo-
lymers, it is believed that many unknown nanostructures
remain. It is a challenge to determine these nanostructures in
such a large parameter space, which requires sophisticated
simulation techniques and a large number of experiments.

3.4 Multiblock copolymers

It has been shown that the self-assembled nanostructures can
be richer when the number of blocks increases. Therefore,
multiblock copolymers that consist of many more blocks could
exhibit more complicated phase behaviour and produce novel
structures. The self-assembly behaviour of such copolymers
has been investigated by many groups.76,105–108 For example,
the phase separation of AB multiblock copolymers was
modelled by Matsen using SCFT.76 The phase diagram of infi-
nite linear AB multiblock copolymers predicted by SCFT is
analogous to that of AB diblock copolymers. However, com-
pared to AB diblock copolymers, multiblock copolymers have
slightly larger Fddd regions and narrower sphere regions in the
phase diagram.

In addition to AB multiblock copolymers, ABC multiblock
copolymers formed by introducing a third block type can self-
assemble into interesting nanostructures, including the hier-
archical structures and complex mesocrystals, which have
been predicted by theoretical simulations.105,109 For example,
Wang et al. predicted various hierarchical nanostructures,
such as cylinders-in-lamella, lamellae-in-lamella, cylinders-in-
cylinder and spheres-in-sphere in the melts of A(BC)n copoly-
mers, using the method of real space SCFT.105 In these hier-
archical structures, the small-length-scale structures always
remain layered, whereas the large-length-scale structures
change with A-block lengths. Wang et al. found that the
number of small-length-scale structures increases as the
number of BC-blocks or the interaction strength between A and
BC-blocks increases. These hierarchical structures were first
observed in the experiments carried out by Matsushita et al. for
multiblock copolymers composed of poly(2-vinylpyridine), polyi-
soprene and polystyrene.110 The theoretical simulations of
Wang et al. have successfully reproduced the hierarchical struc-
tures observed in experiments by Matsushita’s group.105

Recently, multiblock copolymers have been demonstrated
to be capable of forming complex mesocrystals. Li et al.
applied SCFT simulations to investigate the binary mesocrys-
talline phases self-assembled from B1AB2CB3 multiblock terpo-
lymers, in which the A- and C-blocks form spherical
domains.111 Their simulations indicate that the middle
B-block can be used to control the coordination number and
size of the A and C spherical domains of the mesocrystalline
structures. The above theoretical simulations provide compel-

ling examples in which multiblock copolymers can be con-
sidered more likely to be a panacea than a Pandora’s Box in
materials design.10 With the development of precise synthesis
techniques, more complex multiblock terpolymers can be syn-
thesized, which makes it possible to explore the theoretically
predicted nanostructures by experiments.

3.5 Confined linear block copolymer systems

In addition to changing the block copolymers themselves,
placing block copolymers under confinement can greatly affect
the self-assembling nanostructures. New and complex nano-
structures that are very different from their bulk morphologies
can be formed when the block copolymers are confined on
substrates introducing geometric frustration in systems.112–114

In general, a confining environment can be characterized by
its dimension (films (1D), cylindrical pores (2D) and spherical
cavities (3D)), geometry (size and shape of the confining
environments) and surface selectivity. Theoretical simulations
have shown that the confined assembly of block copolymers is
primarily dominated by the boundary selectivity and the com-
mensurability between the size of the confining environments
(D, film thickness, the diameter of cylindrical pores and
spherical cavities) and the bulk period (L0). The self-assembly
of diblock copolymers under confinement in different dimen-
sions has been extensively studied using theoretical simu-
lations for decades.115–120 In these studies, the effects of the
commensurability condition, surface–polymer interactions,
and confining geometries on the self-assembled morphologies
of diblock copolymers under confinement have been dis-
cussed. Therefore, we focus on the most recent advancements
in the self-assembly of copolymers under confinement,
especially in the field of confined multiblock copolymers.

A large variety of nanostructures has been self-assembled
from ABC triblock copolymers. Therefore, placing triblock
copolymers under confinement can create even more types of
nanostructures than confined simple diblock copolymers. Yu
et al. reported an MC simulation study on the self-assembly of
linear triblock copolymers under spherical confinement.121

They focused on the self-assembled patchy nanoparticles in
this system. It was observed that the number of patches
increases with the increasing pore diameter. As shown in
Fig. 4, with increasing pore diameter, the number of patches
on a nanoparticle surface increases from one (corresponding
to Janus nanoparticles) to two, four, five, six, and seven.
However, when D/L0 > 1.9, patchy structures no longer occur.
In addition, the effects of chemical composition on the self-
assembled morphologies were also investigated, and a phase
diagram was constructed for confined systems with a strongly
preferential wall. Despite the patchy particles, the stacked ring,
lamellae and shake-hand structures were observed. Most
recently, Xu and coworkers investigated the 3D confined
assembly of polystyrene-b-polyisoprene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine)
ABC triblock copolymers.122 Their experimental results con-
firmed the simulation predictions of Li and coworkers. In the
experiments, the theoretically predicted lamella structure was
observed by tailoring the interaction of the copolymer/water
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interface. Additionally, the Janus nanoparticle was also
obtained under strong confinement at D/L0 = 0.65, which is
close to the size at D/L0 = 0.7 predicted by the simulation.

Due to the complicated self-assembly behaviour, most of
the studies of confined multiblock copolymers focused on low
dimensional confinement. Recently, Lin et al. explored lamel-
lae-in-lamellar hierarchical microstructures self-assembled
from A(BC)n multiblock copolymers confined between two
solid surfaces by DPD simulations.106 They observed several
hierarchical lamellae-in-lamellar microstructures, including
perpendicular lamellae-in-lamella and parallel lamellae-in-
lamella (see Fig. 5(a)–(f )). As shown in Fig. 5(g), as the film
thickness increases, the periodicity of the large-length-scale
structures increases, and the orientation of the small-length-
scale structures undergoes a parallel-to-perpendicular or per-
pendicular-to-parallel transition. Except for the hierarchical
lamellar microstructures with parallel or perpendicular
arrangements of small-length-scale lamellae, the coexistence
of the two small-length-scale lamellae with different orien-
tations is also found by varying the film thickness (Δ), as
shown in Fig. 5(e). There are few direct experimental studies
on the controllable hierarchical microstructures of these multi-
block copolymer thin film systems. As a pioneer study in the
investigations of hierarchical microstructures under confine-
ment, this simulation work can provide guidance for future
studies in this area.

Copolymers self-assembling on curved surfaces (2D or 3D)
are another type of multi-dimensional confined copolymer,
which have received less attention than the other confined

polymers. One of the main differences of nanostructures of
block copolymers confined on planar (1D) and curved sub-
strates is the nature of topological defects.123 The curvature of
the substrates imposes a topological requirement on the equi-
librium structures with defects. The investigation of the defect
structures and ordering kinetics of block copolymers using
theoretical simulations is challenging. Recently, Zhang et al.
used the Landau–Brazovskii theory to explore the defect struc-
tures and ordering behaviour of lamellar and cylindrical
phases of diblock copolymers confined on spherical sub-
strates.124 For the cylindrical phase, the isolated disclinations
emerge in systems with a small sphere radius. The scars are
formed on the surface of a sphere with a large radius, and the
number of excess dislocations in a scar is linearly proportional
to the sphere radius. They observed the exponential decay of
the defect fraction of the cylindrical phase. For the lamellar
phase, the defect structures of hedgehog, spiral and quasi-
baseball are produced on spherical substrates, and the discli-
nation annihilation is the dominant ordering mechanism of
the lamellar phase.

As mentioned above, confinement can be used to control
the self-assembly of block copolymers, leading to the develop-
ment of methods for engineering novel nanoscopic structures
that are not available from bulk copolymers. In the application
of confined copolymer systems, the annihilation of defects
and the control of the orientations of the domains and mole-

Fig. 4 (a) Self-assembled morphologies as a function of D/L0 for tri-
block copolymers A8B8C8 confined in pores. From the bottom to the
top, the overall view, and the structures of the A-domain viewed from
two different directions (D/L0 = 1.1–1.8), the B-domain and C-domain
are shown. Adapted with permission from ref. 121. Copyright 2014, The
Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Janus and (c) lamella structures obtained
from experiments for the 3D confined assembly of polystyrene-b-polyi-
soprene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) triblock copolymers. Adapted with per-
mission from ref. 122. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 5 Hierarchical microstructures self-assembled from A(BC)3 multi-
block copolymer thin films: (a) L⊥1, (b) L51, (c) L71, (d) L⊥2, (e) L51//L⊥1,
and (f ) L52. (g) One-dimensional diagram for hierarchical microstruc-
tures as a function of Δ/rc. In the representations such as L51, the first
bold letter L, subscripts, and the last number denote lamellae, the
number of parallel packed small-length-scale lamellae (the symbol ⊥
means that the small-length-scale lamellae are perpendicular to the
large-length-scale lamellae), and the number of the large-length-scale
structures, respectively. Adapted with permission from ref. 106. Copy-
right 2015, American Chemical Society.
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cules are important issues. To obtain large-scale ordered nano-
structures with defect-free morphologies and controlled orien-
tations, directed self-assembly (DSA) is a promising method.
As a special confined system, the directed self-assembly of
block copolymers using chemical or topographical guiding
patterns is one of the most promising applications of block
copolymers.35,125 For example, the use of elliptical nanoposts
to direct the self-assembly of cylinder-forming diblock copoly-
mers allows the generation of long-range order cylinders with
a single orientation.126 Recently, Zhang et al. studied the self-
assembly behaviours of these types of systems using large cell
simulations of SCFT.127 Fig. 6(a) shows the schematic illus-
tration of the template used in their simulations. By increasing
the anisotropy of nanoposts (Ra/Rb) or adjusting the spacing of
nanoposts (Lz/L0), they obtained a long-range orientation order
pattern in the template, as shown in Fig. 6(b)–(e). Moreover,
when the spacing of elliptical nanoposts (Lz/L0) increases
slightly from 3.43 (Fig. 6(d)) to 3.60 (Fig. 6(e)), the orientation
order of the cylinders increases dramatically, which indicates
that the orientation order is more sensitive to the spacing of
elliptical nanoposts. Their findings from the theoretical simu-
lations are consistent with the experimental results of Ross
and coworkers.126 Ross et al. reported that an array of carefully
spaced and shaped posts, prepared by the electron-beam pat-
terning of an inorganic resist, could be used to template
complex patterns in a cylinder-forming block copolymer.
Although many studies have been conducted in this field,
opportunities remain for the systematic prediction of structure
formations in DSA systems.

3.6 Ordering kinetics of linear copolymers

The self-assembled structures of copolymers are not only
decided by the thermodynamic properties of copolymers, but
are also dependent on the control of their formation pathway.
Therefore, understanding the formation kinetics of nano-
structures self-assembled from block copolymers is helpful in
designing suitable processing routes to obtain specific ordered
structures. Extensive studies on the ordering kinetics of copo-
lymer systems have shown that microphase separations can
occur via two possible mechanisms: spinodal decomposition
and nucleation growth. Depending on the magnitude of the
driving force under the given conditions, one of the two
mechanisms is preferred. The nucleation and growth mechan-
ism is preferred when the system is in the metastable region,
and spinodal decomposition is the dominant mechanism in
the unstable region.128 Theoretical simulations are helpful for
gaining insight into the formation kinetics of ordered struc-
tures formed by block copolymers. In this subsection, we focus
on the ordering kinetics of diblock copolymer and triblock
copolymer systems.

The kinetics of phase separation in diblock copolymers has
been extensively studied. It has been shown that S, C, G, and L
morphologies can be obtained by the appropriate selection of
ordering temperature and copolymer composition.129 Recently,
most simulation investigations of the formation kinetics of
diblock copolymers focused on the nucleation of ordered
phases, which is the frequent process during the order–order
transition (OOT).130–132 Cheng et al. utilized the SCFT to study
the nucleation of various ordered phases in diblock copoly-
mers by examining the minimum energy path.133 During the
G → C transition, the fracture of the gyroids and the reconnec-
tion were propagated throughout the material, whereas the
emergence of gyroids from cylinders was shown to proceed
through the distortion, disconnection, and reconnection of the
cylinders. These morphological structures involving gyroid–
cylinder transitions were found to be consistent with experi-
ments by Park and coworkers.130 In addition, by comparing
the free-energy barrier of the minimum energy path, they
found that the L → HPL (hexagonal perforated lamellae) → G
path was preferred within the L → G transition. This predic-
tion provides an explanation for the prevalence of the HPL
in gyroid-forming block copolymers observed
experimentally.134,135

The ordering kinetics of triblock copolymers is more com-
plicated than that in diblock copolymers. Studies in this area
focused on the order of the separations between A, B and C
blocks. During the ordering processes for ABC linear triblocks,
the order of the separations between A, B and C blocks is
dependent on the chemical composition and interaction
parameters.136–138 The microphase ordering processes for ABC
triblock copolymers can be through a one-step or two-step
mechanism (Fig. 7). In the one-step mechanism MI, the three
species segregate simultaneously after the system is quenched
from a disordered state, and in the two-step mechanism MII,
which is classified into three subtypes: in MIIA, MIIB and MIIC,

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic illustration of a template consisting of an array of
elliptical nanoposts (black) between an air–polymer interface (grey) and
a substrate (red). (b)–(f ) Show the patterns of cylinder monolayers pro-
grammed by elliptical nanoposts: (b) and (c) with different aspect ratios
of Ra/Rb = 1.6 and Ra/Rb = 3.0, respectively; (d) and (e) with different
values of spacing Lz/L0 = 3.43 and Lz/L0 = 3.50, respectively. Adapted
with permission from ref. 127. Copyright 2014, American Chemical
Society.
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one block of the triblock (A, B or C) separates from the
other two blocks first, followed by segregation from the
remaining two blocks. The ordering process depends on the
compositions and the interaction energies among the three
species. Using a dynamic DFT simulation, Xia et al.
obtained the time evolution of the phase structures of tri-
block copolymers.139 Their results revealed that when the
chain length of one species dominates the other two, the
phase ordering always proceeds through a two-step mechan-
ism with the longest one segregating at first, resulting in
the formation of a three-phase morphology at the end.
When the chain lengths of the three species are compar-
able, the ordering mechanism depends on the strength of
the interaction parameters: in the case of symmetric inter-
action, the microphase separation occurs through a one-step
mechanism, while for the asymmetric interaction case, it
occurs through a two-step mechanism with the most incom-
patible species segregating at first.

Theoretical simulations have significantly enhanced our
understanding of the kinetics of morphological transitions.
However, there are many interesting problems or challenges
remaining. For example, it is complicated to determine the for-
mation kinetics of novel complex nanostructures, such as the
supercylindrical structures, hierarchical structures and meso-
crystals, which are mentioned above. Recently, Lin et al.
studied the formation dynamics of the hierarchical microstruc-
ture of the lamellar-in-lamellar formation using DPD.106 They
found that the large-length-scale structures were first formed
and then the small-length-scale structures were adjusted to
accommodate the large-length-scale structures. Their finding
reveals that the formation of small-length-scale structures
always lags behind that of large-length-scale structures, which
is helpful in the understanding of the ordering kinetics of
hierarchical structures. However, additional investigations are
required on the formation kinetics of these complex nano-
structures for their successful fabrication.

4. Self-assembly of graft copolymers

The molecular architecture has been shown to be an important
factor in determining the morphologies of the microstruc-
tures, phase behaviours, and material properties. Graft copoly-
mers, which consist of a long backbone block and several side
chains, exhibit more intricate self-assembly behaviours com-
pared to the above linear block copolymer systems. Most of the
research has focused on the graft copolymers due to their
unique material properties and technological appli-
cations.140,141 In this section, we feature the nanostructures
self-assembled from AB graft and ABC graft copolymers.

4.1 A-g-B graft copolymers

The phase behaviour of diblock copolymers is determined by
the interaction parameters and the composition fraction. For
A-g-B graft copolymers, in addition to these two parameters,
the architectural parameters (graft number, junction distri-
bution, and the number of arms per junction) exert a signifi-
cant effect on the phase boundaries and stability regions of
the phase diagrams. Specially, graft copolymers can be
designed into a comb-shaped supramolecular architecture or a
comb-coil block copolymer, which have been shown to have
the ability to self-assemble into novel hierarchical structures.
In this subsection, we review the effect of architecture on the
phase behaviour and nanostructures of graft copolymers and
the novel hierarchical structures self-assembled from comb-
coil block copolymers.

Recently, to systemically examine the phase behaviour of
graft copolymers, Lin and coworkers performed systemic work
on the self-assembly of A-g-B graft copolymers using a recipro-
cal-space SCFT.142,143 Fig. 8(a) shows the molecular architec-
ture of the A-g-B graft copolymer studied in their simulations.
There are L, G, C, and S phases in the phase diagrams of A-g-B
copolymers, which are illustrated in Fig. 8(b)–(d). Because of
the asymmetry in the molecular architecture, compared with
linear diblock copolymers, graft copolymers present asym-
metric phase diagrams. In addition, the self-assembly behav-
iour of graft copolymer melts strongly depends on the first
junction position (τ1), the graft number (z) and the number of
arms per junction (p). As shown in Fig. 8(b)–(d), when τ1, z or
p increases, corresponding to a lateral crowding of the graft
arms, the OOT lines shift to a higher backbone composition
fA. This behaviour can be rationalized by considering the
stretching energy of the chains, which changes with the vari-
ation of architectural parameters. In an incompressible
system, the crowding of the graft arms results in a higher
stretching energy. To alleviate this effect and to lower the
overall free energy, the interface curves away from the stretched
graft arm domain, resulting in a preference for graft arms to
reside on the convex side of the interface. These theoretical
findings are consistent with the experimental studies of Gido
and coworkers.144–146 Gido et al. synthesized a series of well-
defined graft copolymers with a polyisoprene (PI) backbone
and polystyrene (PS) branches (PS-g-PI). By exerting precise
control over the backbone molecular weight, the arm

Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of possible ordering mechanisms for the
disorder-to-order transition in linear ABC triblock copolymer melts. MI

is for the one-step ordering mechanism. MIIA, MIIB and MIIC are for the
two-step ordering mechanisms. Adapted with permission from ref. 139.
Copyright 2005, American Chemical Society.
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molecular weight, the arm polydispersity, and the placement
of junction points, they obtained classical microdomain geo-
metries of lamellae, cylinders, and spheres in these experi-
mental studies.

While the junctions along the backbone are constrained to
the domain interfaces, the backbone blocks of graft copoly-
mers can take either a loop conformation whose neighbouring
junctions are located in the same domain or a bridge confor-
mation whose neighbouring junctions are anchored on
different domain interfaces. The bridge conformation can also
enhance the mechanical performance of graft copolymers, as
do linear block copolymers.146,147 To understand the struc-
ture–property relationship, Lin et al. studied the bridging pro-
perties of graft copolymers using a real space algorithm of the
self-consistent field theory in two dimensions.148 Their studies
focused on cylindrical and lamellar structures. In both struc-
tures, the bridge fraction showed a tendency to decrease, as
the length of free end blocks and the number of branches
increased. In addition, the bridge fraction of the lamellar
phase was found to be lower than the cylindrical phase. The
position of graft points and the number of branches that influ-
ence the bridge fraction are two important parameters for
material design.

As a special type of graft copolymer, the comb-coil block
copolymers are expected to produce hierarchical structures.
Pioneering studies by ten Brinke et al. and Wang et al. based
on random-phase approximation analysis showed that these
graft copolymers can exhibit unusual phase beha-
viours.142,149,150 The A-coil blocks and comb blocks would first
be separated, instead of the separations between the backbone

and grafts, which indicates that if the comb blocks can be
further microphase separated, the two-component coil-comb
block copolymers can form hierarchical structures. Based on
this consideration, Wang et al. performed an SCFT study on
such coil-comb block copolymers.151 It was found that when
the interaction strengths are high enough, the coil-comb block
copolymers could self-assemble into hierarchical structures,
such as lamellae-in-lamella. In these structures, the separation
between the coil and comb blocks produces the large-length-
scale structures, whereas the separation in comb blocks gener-
ates the small-length-scale structures. It was revealed that the
parallel lamellae-in-lamella could be transformed into perpen-
dicular lamellae-in-lamella when the interaction strength is
relatively high. This transformation can be ascribed to the
optimization of the internal energy. Compared to the parallel
structures, the interactions between continuous A-backbone
and B grafts can be effectively avoided in the perpendicular
structures.

The nanostructures, phase transitions and conformational
variations of graft copolymers can also be affected by the rigid-
ity of polymer backbones or side chains. Related experiments
showed that the rod backbone plays an important role in the
functional properties and the stacking structure of graft copo-
lymers. For example, most recently, Lee et al. produced the
self-assembled nanostructures of rod–coil A-g-B graft copoly-
mer systems created from poly(fluorene-alt-phenylene)-g-poly
(2-vinylpyridine) (PFP-g-P2VP).4 Ordered structures, such as
cylinders and lamellae, have been observed in their experi-
ments and SCFT simulations, respectively. In addition, by
using the controlled nanostructures of PFP-g-P2VP and the
strong emitting properties of the backbone, they successfully
developed multicoloured colloidal particles that emit a broad
range colour spectrum from blue, white, to orange light. Such
a combination of theoretical simulations and experimental
observations could be performed more frequently to under-
stand and control the nanostructures formed in copolymer
systems.

4.2 ABC graft copolymers

With the introduction of a third block into the graft copoly-
mers, more complex architectures are formed, such as Am+1-g-
(B-b-C)m, A-b-(B-g-C) and ABC π-shaped graft copolymers. The
parameter space of the ABC graft copolymers is so large that it
is difficult to investigate the self-assembly behaviour by experi-
ments. Many interesting nanostructures formed by these
complex copolymers have been observed in theoretical simu-
lations. Moreover, while the backbone or the side chain block
becomes rod block, the self-assembly behaviour becomes
more complicated. The various architectures of the ABC graft
copolymers provide their enormous applications in the fabrica-
tion of functional devices and materials; thus, it is important
to get to know the correlation of various architectures with the
self-assembled structures. Recent simulations of ABC graft
copolymers are demonstrated in this subsection.

Considering the complex architectures of comb block copo-
lymers composed of main chain and side chains segments,

Fig. 8 (a) Molecular architecture of the multigraft copolymer with the
number of graft arms per junction p = 2 and the number of junctions z =
3. (b) Mean-field phase diagrams in τ1 − fA space for graft copolymers
with z = 3. (c) Mean-field phase diagram in z − fA space for graft copoly-
mers with τ1 = 0.30. (d) Phase diagrams in p − fA space for AB multigraft
copolymers. (a) and (d) Adapted with permission from ref. 142. Copy-
right 2008, American Institute of Physics. (b) and (c) Adapted with per-
mission from ref. 143. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society.
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Wang et al. systematically investigated the self-assembly beha-
viours of Am+1(BC)m graft copolymers through SCFT.152,153

Eight stable ordered morphologies were observed: a two-colour
lamellar phase (LAM2), three-colour lamellar phase (LAM3),
hexagonal lattice phase (HEX), core shell hexagonal lattice
phase (CSH), two interpenetrating tetragonal lattices (TET2), a
core shell tetragonal lattice (CST), a lamellar phase with beads
inside (LAM + BD), and a lamellar phase with alternating
beads (LAM + AB), as shown in Fig. 9. They constructed phase
diagrams of Am+1(BC)m copolymers with various numbers of
side chains (m) with different interaction parameters. By a
comparison of these phase diagrams of Am+1(BC)m, they found
that the disordered phase easily forms when the comb copoly-
mer has the longer main chain A or longer side chain with a
short block C, i.e., a longer block B. The simulated results pro-
vided a suitable reference for the design of functional
materials with complex architectures.

As a type of comb-coil block copolymer, A-b-(B-g-C) graft
copolymers can also self-assemble into hierarchical structures.
The self-assembly of A-b-(B-g-C) graft copolymers has been
studied by Huang et al. using DPD simulation.154,155 By
varying the block composition, the interaction parameter and
the side chain number, they observed a variety of nano-
structures, including hierarchical structures. Both the immisci-
bility degrees between B and C and those between the A-coil

block and the BC-comb block are significant for the formation
of the small-length-scale segregated lamellae within the large-
length-scale structures. If the three components are signifi-
cantly incompatible with one another, then various experi-
mentally observed structures-within-structures, such as
spheres-within-lamellae, cylinders-within-lamellae, gyroids-
within-lamellae, lamellae-within-lamellae, lamellae-within-
cylinders, and lamellae-within-spheres, were obtained in the
simulations.

When the side chains grafted on the polymer backbone of
graft copolymers become rigid segments, side chain liquid
crystalline (SCLC) block copolymers are obtained. In contrast
to the morphologies exhibited by rod–coil linear block copoly-
mers, side-chain liquid crystalline block copolymers exhibit
richer self-assembly characteristics that manifest in an inter-
play between the backbone blocks of copolymer ordering and
liquid crystalline ordering between rod side chains.156–159

Recently, Li et al. performed a DPD simulation to study the
phase behaviours of SCLC block copolymers, which consist of
flexible A blocks and flexible B blocks grafted by rigid C side
chains.160 Fig. 10(a) shows the coarse-grained model of the
graft copolymer investigated in the simulations. Various classi-
cal mesophases, such as spheres (SA), cylinders (CA), gyroids
(GA and GC), and lamellae (L), were formed, as shown in
Fig. 10(b)–(f ). The subscripts A and C in S, C, and G indicate
that the minor domains of the ordered structures are formed
by A and C blocks, respectively. The nanostructures

Fig. 9 Ordered morphologies for Am+1(BC)m comb block copolymers,
m = 1, 2, 3. The chain packing information of the eight morphologies is
also presented on the right side of the morphology, correspondingly by
taking A2(BC) as an example. Adapted with permission from ref. 152.
Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 10 (a) Coarse-grained model for the SCLC block copolymers.
A and B blocks are flexible, and C block is rigid. (b)–(f ) Ordered struc-
tures, SA, CA, GA, L and GC, formed by SCLC block copolymers. (g) Phase
stability regions of SCLC block copolymers in the space of NC vs. NA for
SCLC block copolymers with NB = 8 and graft number n = 4. (h) Phase
stability regions in the space of graft number n vs. NA for SCLC block
copolymers with NC = 6. Adapted with permission from ref. 160. Copy-
right 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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self-assembled from the SCLC copolymers can be controlled
by A and C block lengths (NA and NC) and the graft number
(n). As shown in Fig. 10(g) and (h), the SA, CA, GA, L, and GC

phases are formed sequentially as the A block length increases.
In addition, as the C block length or graft number increases,
the regions occupied by the GA and L phases become wider,
indicating that the SCLC block copolymers tend to form GA

and L phases at higher NC and n. The lamellar phases of SCLC
copolymers have also been observed in experiments by
Yamada and coworkers.161 In the experiments, the side chain
LC segments formed the smectic A crystalline phase and iso-
tropic arrangements with an increase in temperature. This ten-
dency coincides well with the simulation results of Li and his
coworkers.

Generally, the domain sizes of nanostructures self-
assembled from linear block copolymers are limited to less
than 100 nm. Graft copolymers with a polymeric backbone
and dense side chains can produce ordered arrays with
domain sizes larger than 100 nm. For example, bottlebrush
polymers, a special graft copolymer, with one or more poly-
meric side-chains attached to each repeating unit of a linear
polymer backbone, have been shown to segregate into large
domain sizes.162 This field is exciting because the self-assem-
bly of graft copolymers in the solid state with a large domain
size offers an attractive method to form optical materials.
Indeed, many groups have reported the selective reflection of
blue or green light in bottlebrush block copolymer films and
melts. For example, Sveinbjörnsson et al. successfully prepared
nanostructures self-assembled from a series of PS–PLA bottle-
brush block copolymers with photonic bandgaps spanning the
entire visible spectrum, from ultraviolet to near infrared.163

The optical properties are influenced by the microdomain
structures (e.g., cylindrical, lamellar, etc.), which are primarily
determined by the molecular architecture. However, the influ-
ence of the molecular architecture on the self-assembly behav-
iour of these copolymers has only been reported for a few
systems.164,165 It is necessary to perform more detailed studies
including theoretical simulation studies to improve our under-
standing of the influence of the backbone and side chain
length, as well as the composition of the copolymer on the
morphologies and domain sizes.

Theoretical simulations have significantly enhanced our
understanding of the self-assembly behaviour of graft copoly-
mers. Rich morphologies have been observed for these copoly-
mers. However, problems and opportunities remain in this
field. For example, placing graft copolymer systems under con-
finement can greatly affect the self-assembled nanostructures.
However, the self-assembly of confined graft copolymers has
received less attention because it is more complicated than
that in linear block copolymers.

In addition, the formation kinetics of the self-assembled
nanostructures in graft copolymers is so complex that it has
only been marginally explored to date. From the significant
difference between the ordering process of diblock and tri-
block copolymers, it can be inferred that the molecular archi-
tecture could play important roles in the ordering process of

graft copolymers. Systematic investigations of the self-assem-
bly of confined graft copolymers and the ordering process of
graft copolymers are required in facilitating the technological
applications.

5. Self-assembly of complex
copolymers
5.1 Copolymers with a complex architecture

The topology of the copolymers plays a crucial role in deter-
mining the final nanostructures. In addition to the linear
arrangement, copolymer blocks can also be arranged into star-
like or dendritic architectures. This inspires the work of
theoretical simulations on the effect of these complex architec-
tures on the self-assembly behaviour, which is featured in this
subsection.

5.1.1 Star copolymers. Because the incompatible com-
ponent polymer chains are tethered at a junction point, the
star-shaped block copolymers are in a very frustrated state in
bulk. Their junction points cannot be aligned on two-dimen-
sional planes but can be aligned on one-dimensional lines.
Compared to linear block copolymers, an additional entropic
effect due to the junction constraint of the centre cores arises
in the star block copolymers. The existence of the cores
becomes a strong topological constraint that regulates the for-
mation of various geometric structures, mostly with polymer–
polymer interfaces without junctions. In this subsection, we
review the nanostructures self-assembled from ABC star ter-
polymers, both in bulk and under confinement. The formation
kinetics of these nanostructures is also demonstrated.

There are a number of nanostructures self-assembled from
ABC star copolymers. Recently, to explore the rich phase beha-
viours of these copolymers, Xu et al. developed a two-step strat-
egy within the framework of the SCFT using a combination of
fast algorithms and novel initialization procedures.166 Using
the proposed strategy, ten stable phases were observed in their
simulations. Four of them are shown in Fig. 11, including
cylinder-in-lamellae with perpendicularly oriented cylinders
and 2D tilting patterns ([6.6.6], [8.8.4], and [3 3 4 3 4]). In the
tilting patterns of [k.l.m….], the integers indicate that the
k-gon, l-gon, m-gon, etc., meet consecutively at each vertex.
Xu and coworkers presented a phase diagram of symmetrically
interacting ABC star triblock copolymers with fixed Flory–
Huggins parameters and found that in the centre of the phase
diagram, the arm lengths were comparable, and the stable
phase was the 2D tilting pattern. This finding is consistent
with the results of 2D SCFT calculations and an MC simu-
lation.167,168 Furthermore, these simulation results conformed
with the experimental observations of Matsushita’s group, who
reported a variety of tilting pattern structures and hierarchical
structures in the ABC star copolymers composed of polyiso-
prene, polystyrene and poly(2-vinylpyridine).169–173 As can be
seen in Fig. 11, the nanostructures obtained in theoretical
simulations are well consistent with the experimental results.
Most recently, Jiang et al. extended the related studies to the
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asymmetrically interacting ABC star triblock copolymer
melts.174 They summarized their simulation results into a tri-
angular phase diagram. The centre region of the phase
diagram is occupied by 2D tilting patterns, while lamella-,
cylinder-, sphere-, and gyroid-based structures are near the
corner of the triangular phase diagram. This phase behaviour
is highly similar to that of symmetrically interacting star ter-
polymers, which indicates that the nanostructures obtained
from the ABC star terpolymers are less sensitive to the relative
interaction strengths.

Placing the ABC star copolymers under confinement can
create new phases that cannot be found in bulk. In contrast to
well-studied confined diblock copolymers, fewer studies have
been conducted on confined ABC star triblock copolymers.
Early simulations were concentrated on the phase behaviour of
ABC star triblock copolymers confined under thin films. By
varying the film thickness and the strength of the surface
fields, Yang et al. identified a variety of morphologies and eval-
uated the phase behaviour of ABC star triblock copolymers
using SCFT simulations.175 The volume fraction of three
different polymer species was chosen to be near-symmetric in
their model. In the parameter space they explored, they only
obtained cylinder phases in the bulk system of ABC star co-
polymers. In contrast to the bulk self-assembly, self-assembly
under the confinement of thin films makes these copolymers
exhibit more nanostructures, including cylinders, perforated
lamellae and lamellae, and other complex hybrid structures.
Some of them involve novel structures, such as spheres in a
continuous matrix and cylinders with alternating helical struc-
tures, which were found to be stable with a suitable film thick-
ness and surface field. However, under the confinement of
thin films, the formation of new phases from ABC star triblock
copolymers is limited. Numerous novel nanostructures can be

generated in ABC star triblock copolymer systems confined in
pores and spherical cavities. For example, helix-based struc-
tures have been predicted in ABC star triblock copolymers
inside a pore with a neutral surface by Liu et al. using SCFT.176

In their SCFT calculations, they focused on the ABC star terpo-
lymer, which forms hexagonally arranged segmented cylinders
in the bulk. As the pore size increased, the phase sequence
from single-cylinder, to single-helix, and then to double-helix
was observed. Most recently, Li et al. observed groups of
sphere centric structures, such as ring-like and lamellae-like
structures, self-assembled from these copolymers in a spheri-
cal cavity using SCFT.177 The theoretical predictions in these
studies provide guidance for the practical fabrication of useful
nanostructural materials.

The formation mechanisms of nanostructures of ABC star
terpolymers are more complicated than those of linear block
copolymers. Recently, Lin et al. have investigated the formation
kinetics of nanostructures self-assembled from ABC star block
copolymers with symmetric interaction parameters, using a
theoretical approach coupling the dynamic SCFT and variable
cell shape (VCS) method.178 As the star copolymer melts are
quenched from the disordered states to the ordered states, three
types of ordering mechanisms are discovered in their simulation
(Fig. 12). When the lengths of two arms are longer than that of
the third arm (Fig. 12a), the two long arms are quickly segre-
gated from each other and the short arm is slowly separated
from the formed domains. When the lengths of the three arms
are comparable (Fig. 12b), the three arms are simultaneously
segregated from each other. When one of the arms is long
(Fig. 12c), the longer arms are separated from the shorter mixed
domains, following the further de-mixing of the shorter arms.

5.1.2 Dendritic copolymer. Dendritic copolymers, includ-
ing dendrimers and hyperbranched copolymers, also exhibit

Fig. 11 Stable phases of (a) hierarchical cylinder-in-lamellae, (b) [6.6.6], (c) [8.8.4] and (d) [3 3 4 3 4] tilting structures obtained from (1) SCET calcu-
lations and (2) experiments. The experimental samples are star-shaped copolymers created from polyisoprene, polystyrene, and poly(2-vinylpyri-
dine). Adapted with permission from ref. 166, 169 and 173. Copyright 2013, 2007 and 2004, American Chemical Society. (d2) Adapted with
permission from ref. 170. Copyright 2005, Wiley-VCH.
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unusual morphologies, which include complicated three
dimensional nanostructures such as quasicrystallines.179–181

Grason et al. investigated the phase behavior of AB-type copoly-
mer melts with multiple branches (A is the first generation
block and B is the branched block) using SCFT.182 Their
results showed that, compared to the predicted phase behavior
of linear AB block copolymer melts, the phase boundaries of
these branched copolymer melts moved systematically towards
larger values of the volume fraction of B blocks. In addition,
a novel nanostructure of the cubic phase of spherical micelles
(A15 phase) which is absent in linear diblock polymer melts,
was observed in AB-type copolymers melts with multiple
branches in the theoretical simulation.

Using a similar approach which Grason used above,
Fredrickson et al. studied the self-assembled nanostructures of
two different ABC-type pitchfork-like dendritic copolymer
melts.183 These copolymers which they investigated consist of
three distinct blocks that correspond roughly to the handle,
the connecting middle dendron structure, and the attached
tines of a pitchfork. They considered two molecular structures
of such a dendritic copolymer: the first one consists of a co-
polymer that has a simple Y-junction middle block which con-
nects the handle to two tines, and the second is similar to the
first except its dendritic middle block branches twice to
connect to four tines. Several morphologies including lamel-
lae, columnar square, rectangular and hexagonally packed
structures were observed by varying the architectures and
lengths of the blocks as well as their incompatibilities in the
simulation. Among these structures, they have focused on the
stable regions of columnar square and rectangular packed
structures. Their results indicate that, for both molecular
structures of the pitchfork-like dendritic copolymer, a certain
fraction of the middle dendritic structure is essential for stabi-

lizing these two structures. In addition, this middle dendron
must be relatively compatible with the handle.

With the development of synthetic technology, more block
copolymers with complex architectures such as star copoly-
mers with more arms, ring copolymers, H-shaped and
π-shaped copolymers are available.144,184,185 These complex
architectures enrich copolymer systems with novel nano-
structures. Theoretical simulations have predicted some of
these structures. For example, Sun et al. applied SCFT to study
the self-assembled structures of π-shaped ABC block copoly-
mers.186 Various nanostructures such as the lamellar phase,
lamellae with beads inside and structures with tilting patterns
were predicted. Sun et al. also extended their SCFT calcu-
lations to the self-assembly behaviour of H-shaped block co-
polymers.187 In the melts of H-shaped block copolymers, they
found four different morphologies including the lamellar
phase, hexagonal lattice phase, core–shell hexagonal lattice
phase, and two interpenetrating tetragonal lattices. These
simulation results may help the design and the synthesis of
block copolymers with different microstructures. However, the
above studies are concentrated in a limited parameter space.
Systemic investigations of block copolymers with complex
architectures are required for deeply understanding the self-
assembly behaviour.

5.2 Copolymer blends

In addition to neat copolymer melts, the addition of homo-
polymers into copolymers or the blending of two or more
copolymers with distinct molecular weights or compositions is
another strategy to achieve the desired morphologies.
However, it is complicated to investigate the thermodynamic
stability and formation kinetics of self-assembled structures in
mixture systems. In this regard, theoretical simulations offer
efficient and economical methods to study the self-assembly
behaviours of mixture systems. In this subsection, we first rep-
resent simulation investigations on the effect of the addition
of homopolymers on the nanostructures of blends of copoly-
mer melts. Then, recent studies using theoretical simulations
on the self-assembly of blends of copolymers with supramole-
cular interactions are discussed.

Many studies have shown that the addition of homopoly-
mers to a copolymer melt swells and stabilizes the ordered
microstructure.188 Thus, the pattern dimensions of the
ordered structures can be fine-tuned through the addition of
homopolymers with different molecular weights. For example,
de Pablo et al. studied the effect of the length and amount of
homopolymers on the self-assembly of mixtures of AB-diblock
copolymers with the corresponding A and B homopolymers
using a coarse grain Monte-Carlo simulation.189 They studied
the lamellar spacing by varying the molecular weight and the
amount of homopolymers. The molecular weight was found to
influence the domain size. The addition of a homopolymer
with a higher molecular weight produced a greater domain
size. These simulation results are consistent with the experi-
mental results. For example, Yang et al. reported that the
domain size of poly(styrene-b-dimethylsiloxane) showed an

Fig. 12 A schematic illustration of the ordering mechanisms for the dis-
order-to-order transition of the ABC star terpolymer melts. (a) Ordering
mechanism MI for terpolymers when the lengths of two arms are longer
than that of the third arm. (b) Ordering mechanism MII for terpolymers
when the length of the three arms is comparable. (c) Ordering mechan-
ism MIII for terpolymers when the lengths of two arms are shorter than
that of the third arm. Adapted with permission from ref. 178. Copyright
2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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obvious increase with the increasing molecular weight of the
additional homo-polystyrene.190

The introduction of supramolecular interactions, such as
hydrogen bonds and ligands, into the blend system would
effectively suppress the macrophase separation and encourage
the self-assembly of molecules into hierarchical
nanostructures.191–193 The self-assembly of AB diblock copoly-
mer/C homopolymer blends with reversible supramolecular
interactions is a suitable method to obtain these nano-
structures. Using the real-space self-consistent field theory,
Zhuang et al. investigated the self-assembly of these block
copolymer/homopolymer blends.194 In their simulations, a
reversible bond is formed between the B free end of the AB
diblock copolymers and one end of the C homopolymers;
therefore, the supramolecular blends consist of the AB diblock
copolymers, C homopolymers, and supramolecular ABC ter-
polymers. The volume fraction of these three constituent poly-
mers is dependent on the bonding strength (h/χN) and the
blend ratio. This leads to the dependence of the self-
assembled hierarchical nanostructures on the total C volume
fractions and bonding strength, as shown in Fig. 13. At a
weaker bonding strength (h/χN = 0.14, Fig. 13a), the hierarchi-
cal nanostructures, including spheres-in-cylinders (Fig. 13a
(1–3)) and cylinders-in-lamellae (Fig. 13a(4)), are observed.
When the bonding strength is stronger (h/χN = 0.3, Fig. 13c),
as the total C volume fraction increases, the nanostructures
transform from cylinders to lamellae. Overall, the hierarchical
structures tend to appear in the region of weak bonding
strength. In addition, an increase in the C homopolymer
volume fraction or the bonding strength leads to the formation
of lamella structures.

The blends of AB- and B′C-diblock copolymers with B- and
B′-blocks miscible via hydrogen-bonding interactions are also
a widely-studied system. Most recently, Zhang et al. extended
SCFT with hydrogen-bonding interactions described by the

Yukawa potential to study this system.195 In this work, they
assumed that the hydrogen-bonding interactions are electro-
static dipole–dipole interactions. The dipole–dipole inter-
actions were described by Yukawa potentials, which are also
named screened Coulomb potentials. This approach can over-
come the deficiencies of commonly used methods; it could
rationally describe the immiscibility between different poly-
mers and could be suitable for multiple-hydrogen-bond supra-
molecular systems. The systems were found to self-assemble
into parallel lamellae-in-lamellae and perpendicular lamellae-
in-lamellae nanostructures. They indicated that the appear-
ance of parallel/perpendicular lamellae-in-lamellae structures
was dependent on the strength of the hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions related to the density of hydrogen bonds and the
characteristic lengths of the Yukawa potentials. The perpen-
dicular lamellae-in-lamellae structures were stable with strong
hydrogen-bonding interactions. In addition, they successfully
showed that an increase in the hydrogen-bonding interactions
could lead to a phase transition from tetragonal to hexagonal
cylinders, which was observed in experiments for which the
mechanism is not yet well understood.196

The results of simulation investigations on blends of copo-
lymers indicate that blends of copolymers with supermolecu-
lar interactions could produce a diverse array of
nanostructures, including classical and hierarchical nano-
structures. With the introduction of supermolecular inter-
actions, supermolecular multiblock, graft or star-shaped
copolymers could be formed.8,194,195,197,198 Therefore, it is
possible to obtain the required structures from copolymer
blends, instead of synthesizing complex copolymers via a com-
plicated polymerization. In addition, the supramolecular
blend systems would produce periodic nanoporous or related
hybrid materials for applications in fields such as photovoltaic
devices. For example, Sary et al. proposed a new approach to
design bicontinuous electron-donor/electron-acceptor net-
works based on rod–coil poly(3-hexylthiophene)-poly(4-vinyl-
pyridine) (P3HT-P4VP) block copolymers blended with [6,6]-
phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) via supramolecu-
lar weak interactions.199 Following this route, they successfully
fabricated devices with highly improved thermal stabilities
and photon-to-current conversion efficiencies. However, the
understanding of the supramolecular blend is not deep
enough for the preparation of advanced materials for appli-
cations. Theoretical simulations, which are performed to get
to know the effects of blend ratios, supermolecular inter-
actions and blend components on the architecture and self-
assembly behaviour of supermolecular block copolymers, can
help us understand how to control the structures of these
blending systems and, ultimately, the device performance.

As mentioned above, theoretical simulations of self-assem-
bly behaviours of copolymer systems have demonstrated that
nanostructures can be controlled by tailoring the molecular
architectures. In addition, placing copolymers into confine-
ment and blending copolymers can also be used to control the
self-assembled nanostructures. It would be time-saving and
economical if we know how to design molecular architectures

Fig. 13 Hierarchical nanostructures as a function of the total C volume
fraction for the supramolecular AB diblock copolymer/C homopolymer
blends at different bond strengths (a) h/χN = 0.14, (b) h/χN = 0.20, and
(c) h/χN = 0.30. Adapted with permission from ref. 194. Copyright 2011,
American Chemical Society.
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for desired materials. Therefore, we summarize the nano-
structures predicted by theoretical simulations and the corres-
ponding copolymer systems, as shown in Table 1. However,
because new copolymers and nanostructures always appear, it
is impossible to contain all the nanostructures and the corres-
ponding copolymers in this table.

6. Functional properties of
nanostructures self-assembled from
copolymer systems

Copolymers offer the possibility of substantial improvements
in materials properties, such as photovoltaic, optical and
mechanical properties. To design materials based on copoly-

mer systems with the expected functional properties, we need
to not only predict the polymer structure, but also know the
relation between the structures and properties. Determining
the structure–property relationship to facilitate the design of
materials with improved properties is one of the important
tasks for copolymer systems research. Theoretical simulations
offer a useful approach to get to know the structure–property
relationships of copolymer systems. The significant advances
in this area in recent years are featured in this section.

6.1 Photovoltaic properties

The design and fabrication of a high-efficiency polymer-based
photovoltaic device requires precise control over the nanoscale
morphology, molecular ordering, and interfacial properties of
all components comprising the device.200–204 With various
ordered nanostructures, copolymers offer a rational and prag-

Table 1 Self-assembled nanostructures and the corresponding copolymers

Nanostructures Copolymers Ref.

Lamellae Most copolymer systems
Cylinders Most copolymer systems
Spheres Most copolymer systems
Gyroid Most copolymer systems
Smectic A and smectic C phases Rod–coil diblock copolymers 55, 57

Rod–coil multiblock copolymers 107
Wavy lamellar phase Rod–coil diblock copolymers 55
Zig-zag phase Rod–coil diblock copolymers 54, 55, 57
Columnar square packed structure Dendritic copolymers 183
Columnar rectangular packed structure Dendritic copolymers 183
Chiral undulated lamellar phase Chiral diblock copolymers 69
hexagonally ordered helices Chiral diblock copolymers 69–71
Core–shell structures ABC triblock copolymers 92, 98

Am+1(BC)m graft copolymers 152
Janus particles Copolymers under spherical confinement 121
Patchy nanoparticles Copolymers under spherical confinement 121
Knitting pattern ABC triblock copolymers 91, 100
Tilting patterns ABC star copolymers 166–168, 174

ABC dendrimers 179
A15 phase Multiply branched block copolymers 182
Complex mesocrystals B1AB2CB3 multiblock terpolymers 111
Fddd phase AB type block copolymers with various architectures 76

ABC triblock copolymers 37, 90
Parallel lamellae-in-lamella AB rod–coil multiblock copolymers 107

AB coil-comb block copolymers 151
A-b-(B-g-C) graft copolymers 154, 155
A(BC)n multiblock copolymers 105

Perpendicular lamellae-in-lamella AB coil-comb block copolymers 151
A(BC)n multiblock copolymers 105
A-b-(B-g-C) graft copolymers 154, 155

Parallel cylinders-in-lamella AB coil-comb block copolymers 151
ABC star copolymers 166, 167, 174

Lamellae-in-cylinder A(BC)n multiblock copolymers 105
Cylinders-in-cylinder AB coil-comb block copolymers 151

A(BC)n multiblock copolymers 105
Blends of copolymers 194

Super cylinders including cylinders-on-cylinder
and helices-on-cylinder

ABC triblock copolymers 101
Block copolymers confined in pores 114, 119, 175, 176

Perpendicular cylinders-in-lamella ABC star copolymers 166, 174
A-b-(B-g-C) graft copolymers 154, 155

Lamellar phase with beads inside Am+1(BC)m graft copolymers 152
ABC star copolymers 167

Lamellae-in-sphere A(BC)n multiblock copolymers 105
ABC star copolymers 167

Spheres around cylinder Blends of copolymers 194
Spheres around sphere Blends of copolymers 194

Polymer Chemistry Review
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matic route for the preparation of highly efficient photovoltaic
devices. However, their usefulness in these applications is cur-
rently limited due to the low level of optimization of their per-
formance and durability. For performance improvement, many
theoretical studies have been conducted to understand the
relationship between the nanostructures and photovoltaic pro-
perties. There are two kinds of computational models for
theoretical simulations that can be used to correlate the photo-
voltaic properties with the morphology: continuum and dis-
crete models. The continuum model based on drift-diffusion
equations is known as the drift-diffusion model.205 The drift-
diffusion model involves the electric potential and the charge
carrier number densities of electrons, holes and excitons.
Different from the continuum model, the discrete model is
based on the carriers’ hopping transporting mechanism in
organic materials.206,207 In the discrete model, the dynamic
Monte Carlo algorithm is used to deal with the carriers’
hopping process.

Theoretical simulations are a useful method to understand
correlations between photovoltaic properties and ordered
nanostructures of copolymer self-assemblies. Buxton et al.
developed a drift-diffusion model capturing the transient be-
haviour of electrons, holes and exciton concentrations in
heterogeneous polymer solar cells.205,208 The model used the
outputs from the morphological studies as the input for simu-
lations of the photovoltaic property to elucidate the effect of
the nanostructures in the system on its photovoltaic pro-
perties. Their simulation results showed that surface-induced
ordering and electric-field-induced alignment can be com-
bined to create ideal morphologies for a high photovoltaic per-
formance. Shah et al. extended Buxton’s model to study the
effect of the morphologies on the photovoltaic properties of
rod–coil block copolymers.209 They calculated the morphology
of confined rod–coil diblock copolymers using SCFT and
obtained perpendicular lamellae (Fig. 14a shows the schematic
of perpendicular multilayer morphology). It was noted that the
rods are aligned parallel to the confining surfaces in the per-
pendicular lamellae. Because the influence of the molecular
orientation on device performance has been shown experi-
mentally, they rendered the mobility of holes and excitons to
be an anisotropic tensor to study the effect of the rod block

orientation on the performance. They examined the effect of
domain spacing (D, which is directly proportional to the value
of the segment size asymmetry ratio β) for rod–coil block copo-
lymers on the short-circuit current (|Jsc|) in the case of isotro-
pic and anisotropic charge transport, respectively. As the
anisotropic strength of charge transport changes from 0 (iso-
tropic) to 0.67 (anisotropic), the optimized domain size shifts
from 2 nm to 5 nm, as shown in Fig. 14b. They demonstrated
that the perpendicularly oriented lamellar morphology with an
optimal domain spacing and optimal degree of anisotropy led
to the highest efficiencies.

Because the drift-diffusion model is unable to fully con-
sider the effect of three-dimensional structures, the dynamic
Monte Carlo approach has also been used to study the effect
of nanostructures on the performance of polymer solar cells.
For example, Kimber et al. compared the photovoltaic perform-
ance of bicontinuous structures with the cylinder structure
using a dynamic Monte Carlo algorithm.210 The bicontinuous
and cylinder structures, and the corresponding photovoltaic
properties, including the IQE (internal quantum efficiency), FF
(fill factor) and PCE (power conversion efficiency), are shown
in Fig. 15. As can be seen in Fig. 15(d)–(f ), the morphology
type had only a slight effect on the optimum feature size,
which was close to the exciton diffusion length in each case.
They concluded that bicontinuous, triply periodic minimal
surface morphologies might not enhance the efficiency of
polymer blend solar cells. Vertical cylinder structures, if can be
fabricated defect free, may be the best option because they
exhibit a far superior performance than the other tested
structures.

More recently, Donets et al. studied the photovoltaic
properties of nanostructured AD diblock- and ADA triblock-
copolymer systems.211 They applied the self-consistent field
theory method to generate the equilibrium nanostructured
morphologies. Then, a dynamic Monte Carlo algorithm was
used to model the elementary photovoltaic processes. For the
morphology, they observed that both block-copolymer systems
form nanostructures with a large number of bottlenecks and
dead ends in the regime of high χ-parameters. This leads to a
large number of charge losses in the nanostructures formed
from both block-copolymer systems in the regime of high
χ-parameters. As a result, there is a significant drop in the
charge transport efficiency (CTE) and IQE for both types of
block-copolymer systems in this parameter range. By compar-
ing the IQE curves of both polymer systems, they deduced that
the diblock-copolymer system possesses a slightly higher IQE
than the triblock-copolymer system.

Theoretical simulation studies have improved the under-
standing of the relationship between the nanostructures and
photovoltaic properties. However, the performance of all-
polymer solar cells based on block copolymers has not been
perfected, as expected, partially because of the long-range dis-
ordered and uncontrolled nanostructures of the block copoly-
mers confined in these all-polymer solar cells.212 Because of
the significant influence of the molecular orientation (mole-
cular level), domain orientation, domain size and micro-

Fig. 14 (a) Schematic of the perpendicular multilayer morphology. (b)
Plots of the short-circuit current |Jsc| as a function of domain spacing D
(proportional to β) for rod–coil block copolymers. Adapted with per-
mission from ref. 209. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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domain structures (mesoscopic level) on the device perform-
ance, appropriate control of the structures from the molecular
level to the mesoscopic level could promise a higher photovol-
taic performance. Controlling the structures can be achieved
by techniques such as directed self-assembly by a chemical
patterned surface or external fields.213,214 However, obtaining
devices with an optimized morphology and molecular orien-
tation in experiments requires a large number of trials and
tests. Fortunately, theoretical simulations can be used to
design the optimized devices with appropriately controlled
structures, which is one of the topics we are interested in.

6.2 Optical properties

The internal microstructure of a material can be just as impor-
tant as the chemistry in determining its optical properties.
With the remarkable richness of tunable nanostructures, the
self-assembly of copolymer systems is considered as a promis-
ing pathway for tuning the optical properties of optical
devices. In this subsection, we feature examples of the simu-
lation investigations on the relationship of optical properties
and self-assembled nanostructures of copolymer systems,
including lamellar (1D), cylinder (2D) and network (3D) struc-
tures. The finite difference time domain technique (FDTD) is
frequently applied to calculate the optical properties.215,216

The FDTD methodology involves the discretization of Max-
well’s curl equations of electromagnetism in three dimensions.
Centred finite difference operators are applied on staggered
grids in space and time for electric and magnetic vector field
components. In particular, the simulation region is divided
into Yee cells, where the electric fields are obtained at the
edges of the Yee cell and the magnetic fields are obtained at
the faces of the Yee cell. The FDTD method is used to calculate
the electric and magnetic fields in each cell by integrating the

discretized equations through a time stepping methodology
where the magnetic fields are calculated half a time step later
than the electric fields. The updated electromagnetic field
components are only dependent on the values at previous time
steps.

As the simplest ordered structures, the optical properties of
the lamellae have been studied extensively. For example,
Buxton et al. simulated the optical properties of symmetric
diblock copolymers filled with nanoparticles using SCFT/DFT
and FDTD techniques.216 The morphologies obtained by
SCFT/DFT and FDTD were used as input data for FDTD to
examine the optical properties of the composite. In the FDTD
simulation, a differentiated Gaussian pulse, encompassing a
range of frequencies, was propagated toward the self-
assembled structure of nanoparticle-filled diblock copolymers.
The simulations revealed that changes in the chemical nature
of the nanoparticles result in different spatial distributions of
the particles, hence resulting in significantly different optical
properties. The addition of nanoparticles increases the dielec-
tric contrast within the system, resulting in more defined band
gaps, with 100% reflectance and a wider frequency gap. In
addition, the increase in the optical distance can result in a
decrease in the principle frequencies of reflectance. More
recently, Sun et al. investigated the photonic band gap pro-
perties of cylinder microdomain nanoporous films using the
finite difference time-domain method.217 These films were
proposed to be treated as a type of 2-dimensional block copoly-
mer-based photonic crystal. They calculated the gap map for
the H-polarization of the nanoporous film-based photonic
band gap materials as the ratio of the centre-to-centre cylinder
distance to cylinder column radius (r/a) was varied. The
location of the band gap increased, and the band-gap widths
broadened as the r/a ratio increased. In addition to the 1D and

Fig. 15 (a)–(c) Examples of ordered structures investigated in ref. 210. Disordered blend (a), double gyroid (b) and cylinder (c) structures. (d)–(f )
Photovoltaic properties of these five ordered structures. (d) IQE, (e) FF and (f ) PCE as a function of the feature size for blends (solid line, ▽), cylinders
(solid line, ▲), gyroids (dashed line, ●), double gyroid (dashed line, ■) and double diamond (dashed line, □). Reproduced with permission from ref.
210. Copyright 2010, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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2D structures, the 3D-network structured materials also
possess a host of interesting optical properties.218–220 To study
the optical properties of ordered network structures, Maldovan
et al. calculated the band structures of three dimensionally
periodic bi- and tricontinuous cubic structures using the
plane-wave method to solve Maxwell’s equations.221 They pre-
dicted that the morphologies of the 3D continuous block copo-
lymer network could exhibit complete photonic band gaps.

The outstanding optical property of the 3D continuous
network nanostructures has been confirmed by Vignolini and
coworkers using combination studies of theoretical simu-
lations and experiments.222–224 Vignolini et al. fabricated a 3D
gyroid network based on the self-assembled structures of
block copolymers, as shown in Fig. 16(a).222 In the simu-
lations, they utilized SCFT to simulate the gyroid morphology
formed by a realistic triblock copolymer. The transmittance,
reflectance, and absorption of the gyroid film were simulated
using an FDTD simulator. The FDTD calculations successfully
reproduce the experimental measurements, as shown in
Fig. 16(b). The transmission of circularly polarized light is
maximal for the two rotation angles (0° and 180°). Along one
of the chiral axes, either left or right circularly polarized light
was preferentially transmitted, depending on the chirality of
the morphology. Their results indicated that this material with
the gyroid network structure is continuous with a 10 nm
length scale, and it exhibits orientation-dependent colour
under linearly polarized incident light as well as optical chiral-
ity. These findings can provide guidelines to facilitate the
design of photonic band gap materials.

As mentioned above, ordered structures self-assembled
from copolymers with the addition of nanoparticles exhibit
high optical properties. Therefore, it can be predicted that
films of block copolymer-tethered nanoparticles could also
possess high optical properties. Lin et al. predicted the hier-
archical structures of these systems of block copolymer-teth-
ered nanoparticles.225 However, there are few studies on the
optical properties of the hierarchical structures. Before these
hierarchical structures can be used as optical materials, their
optical properties should be well understood, which could be
investigated using theoretical simulations.

6.3 Mechanical properties

The self-assembly of copolymers provides a method for creat-
ing materials with improved mechanical properties. One of the
challenges in designing these materials with improved mech-
anical properties is to predict the macroscopic behaviours of
the self-assembled structures of copolymer systems. Theore-
tical simulations have been performed to understand and
predict the relationship between the nanostructures and the
mechanical properties. Below we present recent studies on the
mechanical properties of copolymer systems investigated by
theoretical simulations.

Soto-Figueroa et al. correlated the mechanical properties to
the morphology of PS-b-PI and PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymers
using molecular modelling and numerical simulations.226

They obtained the morphologies of lamellar, body-centred
cubic, hexagonal-packed cylinder, and gyroid nanostructures
as the PS fraction varied in the coarse-grained molecular
dynamics simulations. The mechanical properties of these
block copolymers were predicted by semi-empirical and
empirical relationships developed by Seitz.227 It was found
that the mechanical properties of both diblock copolymers
were dependent on the PS fraction, while the variance of the
PS fraction led the nanostructure transition. These simulation
results indicate that the mechanical properties exhibited by
the block copolymers are affected by the morphology.

Recently, Deng et al. adopted a combined simulation
method that utilized the MesoDyn method, which is based on
dynamic mean-field density functional theory, for mor-
phologies and the probabilistic lattice spring model to study
the mechanical properties of block copolymers.228 They found
that stiffness is controlled by the hard phase network, which is
largely invariant to the shrinkage of the phase domain. To
investigate the effect of morphology on the mechanical pro-
perties, they constructed a one-dimensional lamella to serve as
a basic unit in the microstructure and studied the orientation
effect of the lamella on the mechanical properties. Both the
Young’s modulus and fracture strain were found to be depen-
dent on the tensile stress direction, indicating that the mech-
anical properties are sensitive to the morphology.

The molecular architecture is also known to influence the
mechanical properties of copolymers. This effect has been
investigated using simulations. For example, Zhang et al.
studied the influence of graft number and junction points on
the elasticity of graft copolymer melts using real space SCFT.6

Graft copolymers with a larger branch number were found to
exhibit better mechanical properties. To understand the effect
of junction distribution on the moduli, they divided the
internal energy into the energy from respective blocks of the
backbone. It was found that the moduli contributed from the
internal energy of different blocks of the backbone are associ-
ated with their lengths.

Despite the classically ordered nanostructures, complex
nanostructures, such as hierarchical structures, have shown
excellent mechanical properties in many studies.229–231 To
understand how the hierarchical structures determine the

Fig. 16 (a) 3D continuous gold network. (b) Gyrotropic transmission
through a sample inclined at 35°. The open symbols are the result of a
finite difference time domain calculation, while the filled-in symbols are
the measurements. The lines provide a visual guide. Adapted with
permission from ref. 222. Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH.
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mechanical properties of materials, Lin et al. elucidated the
mechanical properties of A(BC)n multiblock copolymers with
hierarchical lamellae-in-lamella structures, using real space
SCFT.232 Fig. 17(a)–(c) show several representative density pro-
files at different stages of separation. The top images in the
figures show the corresponding two-dimensional structures.
As shown, a weakly segregated lamellar structure is observed
when the interaction strength χN = 48, and a strongly separated
lamellae-in-lamellar structure emerges at higher values of
interaction strength. The mechanical properties were found to
increase with increasing interaction strength, as shown in
Fig. 17(d)–(f ). In addition, the AB block copolymer showed
weaker elastic properties compared to the A(BC)n copolymers
when χN > 48. According to their simulation results, it can be
concluded that the A(BC)n multiblock copolymers with a
lamellae-in-lamella structure have apparent advantages over
the simple diblock copolymers regarding the mechanical pro-
perties. The enhanced mechanical properties are primarily
attributed to the interplay of the internal energy and confor-
mational entropy of BC blocks.

Theoretical simulation studies of the structure–property
relationship have shown that the macroscopic properties of a
copolymer system can be significantly improved by carefully
tailoring the self-assembling nanostructures. However,
because of the remarkable richness of nanostructures self-

assembled from copolymer systems, the understanding of the
structure–property relationship is not deep enough to facilitate
the fabrication of high performance structures. An open ques-
tion remains about how excellent properties can be achieved
by preparing the materials with ordered nanostructures. This
problem has gained new impetus from the combination of
theoretical simulations and experimental efforts.

7. Conclusions and outlook

Nanostructures self-assembled from copolymers have attracted
considerable attention in recent years. In this review, an over-
view of the simulation investigations about the self-assembled
nanostructures and the structure–property relationship in
copolymer systems is presented. Many studies have demon-
strated that nanostructures can be controlled by tailoring the
molecular architectures. In addition, placing copolymers into
confinement can also be used to control the self-assembly,
leading to the development of methods to engineer novel
nanostructures that are not available from bulk copolymers.
Moreover, the formation kinetics of the self-assembled nano-
structures and their dependence on the molecular parameters
of copolymers are also summarized. Tailoring the kinetic
factors has been presented as another approach to control the
self-assembled structures. The self-assembled nanostructures,
which can be controlled via the paths discussed, have been
demonstrated to play an important role in determining the
functional properties, such as photovoltaic, optical and mech-
anical properties. Theoretical simulations could ultimately
reveal the effects of the choices in the initial design state of
the materials on the final performance, facilitating the
efficient fabrication of copolymer systems with the desired
functional properties.

While many advances have been reported in the studies of
nanostructures self-assembled from copolymer systems, there
are still many challenges and opportunities for designing
nanostructures self-assembled from copolymer systems with
the desired functional properties.

(a) Obtaining functional properties: with the advancement
in copolymer synthesis, copolymers consisting of blocks with
functional properties can be obtained. These functional co-
polymers can self-assemble into ordered nanostructures. This
functional self-assembly provides a unique approach to
achieve new properties. Furthermore, multiblock copolymers
consisting of blocks with different functional properties can
self-assemble into ordered multifunctional structures. The
microscopic functionalities of these copolymer systems can be
transferred or amplified to the macroscopic level via self-
assembly. These functional nanostructures can be widely used
in the fields of microelectronic devices, micro-reactors, bio-
chemical sensors and optical devices. However, questions
remain as to whether and how the molecular functions are
transferred or amplified through nanostructures to macro-
scopic properties.

Fig. 17 One-dimensional density profiles of A, B, and C blocks of
A(BC)2 multiblock copolymers with fA = 0.5 along the z-direction at
various χN: (a) χN = 48, (b) χN = 64, and (c) χN = 80. The top images
show the corresponding two-dimensional structures. (d), (e) and (f )
Show the dimensionless extensional, shear and Young’s moduli (K33,
K44, E) as a function of χN for A(BC)2 multiblock copolymers and AB
diblock copolymers, respectively. The interaction strength in diblock
copolymers is the same as χN. Adapted with permission from ref. 232.
Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society.
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(b) Combining studies of theoretical simulations and
experiments: to better understand and exert control over the
self-assembled structure of copolymer systems, a close collab-
oration between experimental studies and theoretical predic-
tions is required. On the one hand, it is time consuming to
investigate the self-assembly of copolymers by experimental
trials and tests. On the other hand, the validity of simulation
results should be confirmed by comparing them with experi-
mental observations. In the future, the combination of simu-
lations and experiments will be a promising method to
precisely fabricate nanostructures formed from copolymer
systems. To achieve this goal, the techniques that map the
molecular parameters in the simulation model and the realis-
tic experiments should be further developed.

(c) Precisely predicting the functional properties: most of
the theoretical simulations on copolymer systems focused on
morphology studies. In contrast, the functional properties,
such as photovoltaic, electrical and magnetic properties,
exhibited by the copolymer systems have not been widely
studied. Before these copolymers can be used as functional
materials, the structure–property relationships should be well
understood, which could be investigated using theoretical
simulations. The functional properties of copolymer systems
are significantly affected by the phenomena arising on
different length and time scales. Theoretical simulations
aiming to precisely predict material hierarchical structures
and properties are required to cover a wider range of length
and time scales. As one of these simulation techniques, multi-
scale modelling is under development to precisely predict the
structures and properties of copolymer systems. However, the
notion of selecting or disregarding subscale information
requires interdisciplinary methods, such as self-consistent
methods and percolation theory, to average out the effect
within the continuum.

(d) Designing copolymers and processing for desired func-
tional materials: it can be envisioned that the development of
materials would begin with the function and can be aided by
theoretical simulations in the selection of the appropriate
building blocks and processes. Designing copolymers and pro-
cessing for desired functional materials is a reverse problem,
which can avoid most of the experimental trials and tests.
Because of the diversity of copolymers and the large number
of corresponding nanostructures, the solution of the reverse
problem for copolymer systems will be beneficial in fabricating
functional materials formed from copolymers. Obtaining the
solutions of the reverse problem requires genetic algorithms
or other techniques for global optimization or requires theore-
tical simulation tools that will be developed in the future.
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